
1 Introduction

In many Broadway musicals, there is a musical moment the audience 
is waiting for. !is is the moment when a certain female performer 
sings a song about her character’s self-assertiveness at the end of act 
one, or another song, near the end of act ", when the character realizes 
that her hopes and desires from the beginning have been ful#lled – or 
destroyed. Long a$er the audience has le$ the theater, this song might 
remain in their memories; they will hum the melody on their way home 
and true fans will learn the song’s lyrics and sing (or try to) along with 
the original cast recording. If a new musical with such a song becomes 
successful, the musical’s creatives% and the respective female performer 
originating the portrayal of such a character make Broadway musical 
history and the female musical performer becomes a star. Additionally, 
if she sings that song with an idiosyncratic, non-classical voice, critics 
and fans may start to see her as a member of an elite group of perform-
ers and may well bestow upon her the honori#c title of Broadway Belt.

!e female musical performer in Broadway musical theatre is an 
American& cultural phenomenon meriting an academic analysis in its 
entirety, and the Broadway Belt deserves particular attention for her 
ties to the development of Broadway musical theatre and her impact on 
the American social order. !e term “belt” as in belter and belting, has 
its roots in the expression “to belt out,” which basically means to sing 
loudly. Looking into Broadway musical history, if a female performer 
sings loudly in a portrayal and does not use a classical vocal technique, 
in this case, she usually is playing a strong, independent character who 
is not guaranteed to fall into the arms of a man at the end of the show to 
live happily ever a$er. Such a character may have accomplished some-
thing for herself or another character or taken part in a bigger cause 
by adopting a political or social position in the plot. !e stronger the 
character appears to be, the harder the belt songs are to sing and the 

! Mainly composer, playwright and lyricist, but also o$en choreographer and director.
" In this dissertation, the terms America and American(s) are used with regard to the 
United States of America and their citizens and residents, excluding Latin America and 
South America and their citizens, which are not subject of this dissertation.
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more complex the acting aspects of the musical role become. Addition-
ally, if there is dancing involved in a portrayal, belting and acting but 
without being a trained dancer, might not be enough for a successful 
performance. Consequently, to get a chance to earn the appellation 

“Broadway Belt,” a female Broadway musical performer #rst needs to 
be cast for a strong character in a new, promising musical or the revival 
of such a show. She needs to have musical talent' (above and beyond 
simply a trainable singing voice) and good acting skills and, depending 
on the role, to be at least enough of a dancer to ful#ll the choreogra-
pher’s demands. By logical consequence, the more e(ectively these skills 
come together, especially in a so-called triple threat, the more likely she 
will get the part. However, there appears to be something more that 
she needs in order to become the star in a new Broadway musical and 
to remain recognized as an elite Broadway Belt for the rest of her life.

While the #rst Broadway Belt, Ethel Merman, and some of her suc-
cessors, like Patti LuPone, are primarily praised for their loud, strong 
singing voices, other recognized belters, like Angela Lansbury, are cele-
brated for their acting abilities, or, like Carol Channing, admired for her 
idiosyncratic personality as seen in public appearances – even though 
their belt voices are (arguably) of less musical quality than Merman’s. 
Belt voices of prize-winning Broadway belters contrast so notably in 
sound quality, range, loudness, timbre, and versatility, that the ques-
tion of how a belt voice should sound appears to be di)cult to answer. 
Likewise, the public images of these performers are as distinctive as 
the roles they portray: Bernadette Peters’s image as sweet and cute and 
her characters of fragile women getting stronger; Gwen Verdon’s and 
Chita Rivera’s appearances as always-hard-working dancers striving to 
accomplish a choreographer’s high demands; Dame Lansbury’s classy 
attitude and rendition of Big Lady roles; and LuPone’s Italian temper-
ament, revealed in public outbursts, that shines especially through her 
portrayals of unsympathetic characters. Every Broadway Belt shows 

# Speaking of this reference to talent, of course it is crucial to keep in mind that any talent 
becomes a learned skill through training. However, speci#cally concerning the belt voice, 
I generally prefer to use the term “talent” in this dissertation since belting, even trained, 
is very di(erent from a classically-trained voice, and especially as the phenomenon of a 
belt voice includes something that cannot be learned or taught, as I will demonstrate.
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characteristics quite di(erent to those of other belters, yet neverthe-
less, some end up portraying the same character successfully, albeit in 
di(erent ways, such as Rose in Gypsy or Nellie Lovett in Sweeney Todd. 
!e only thing these women seem to have in common is that their por-
trayals, as distinct as they are, represent self-con#dent, strong women – 
and that these Broadway belters share a crucial cultural position in the 
American society as the most celebrated Broadway divas of the "*th 
century and beyond. 

!e recognition of the di(ering attributes in talent and temperament 
alongside the phenomenon of their shared cultural prominence might 
lead to question what quali#es a female musical performer as a Broad-
way Belt if her main talent is not a naturally big, loud voice? Indeed, 
the Broadway Belt is tied in with the history and cultural development 
of Broadway musical theatre itself. However, which musical traditions 
are at the origin of belting, is a belt voice natural talent or trained into 
being, and did its sound adjust to the changing aesthetics in Ameri-
can musical theatre, also due to ampli#cation? !e roles a Broadway 
Belt plays seem to have a certain unde#nable power and their songs a 
unique sound – but what could de#ning the belt sound reveal about 
these roles, the Broadway Belt portraying the character, and about the 
emergence and popularity of such roles? !en other questions begin to 
arise: What is the interplay between the belter’s public persona, appear-
ance, and her role’s character? Were these characters created for her, 
or does she merely #t them perfectly? Does her public image contrib-
ute to the interpretation of the roles, or does this work the other way 
around, the roles shaping her public image? What are the audience’s 
perceptions and expectations of a Broadway Belt and to what extent 
does this correspond to how these public #gures present themselves, 
as opposed to their theatrical roles? More questions arise from there, 
going beyond Broadway musical theatre, for example concerning the 
status of a Broadway Belt in American society as an in+uential star, and 
as to whether she takes a political position, contributes to social dis-
courses, and, possibly, participates in improvements to the social order. 

It is the aim of this dissertation to explore the Broadway Belt from 
di(erent angles: her belt voice and the development of its sound, how 
she is perceived on- and o(stage as star and diva, her public image 
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compared to her most iconic portrayals, and – including ethnic con-
siderations – her position in Broadway musical theatre and relevance 
as a female member of ,.-. society. Due to her o$en idolized image, 
this celebrated member of American cultural life has taken part in dis-
courses about the nation’s broader social and political situation, and her 
impact throughout the last century should not be underestimated. It is 
my goal to investigate how she came to become an icon of Broadway 
musical theatre, the most in+uential form of American theatre; what 
de#nes her; and in what ways the Broadway Belt has become crucial 
for the American culture and society.

My research clearly requires an exploration of di(erent aspects of the 
Broadway Belt, contributing to diverse academic #elds: Even though 
the belt sound per se is not yet clearly de#ned, voice research concen-
trates on physiological and physical processes that come into play when 
belting, whereas voice pedagogy looks to approach a method for pro-
ducing an iconic belt sound while avoiding at the same time the pitfalls 
of screaming or, on the other hand, sounding like a classical singer. In 
theatre studies, there exist examinations of musicals, characterizations 
of roles and analyses of interpretations of iconic performers, and diverse 
attempts at classi#cations, but none of them particularly center on the 
Broadway Belt. Musicology concentrates on Western classical traditions 
and predominantly examines the development of Broadway musical 
theatre as a genre and its intermediate position between classical musi-
cal theatre and the entertainment business, but, likewise, does not take 
into account its most celebrated icon, the Broadway Belt. Besides my 
objective to contribute to these academic #elds, my dissertation also 
explores the position of the Broadway Belt as a female member of the 
American society, touching the terrain of gender studies and, when it 
comes to African-American female performers, ethnic and American 
culture studies, as well as the intersection of anti-feminism and racism.

!e overarching topics and aims of my dissertation are to explore 
the belt voice and its sound, consider the implications of the actor’s per-
sonage of a Broadway Belt, and to present an exemplary case study of 
the character Rose in Gypsy. Since there are so many boundary points 
to the aforementioned existing studies, it is necessary to further de#ne 
the scope of this assignment. Looking into the origins of the phenom-
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enon, I will analyze the roots of belting as one of the most in+uential 
forms of vocal expression in American musical theatre in connection 
with the social order in American society, and its development into an 
authentic singing style by idolized early belters. My research concern-
ing the sound of a belt voice and possible explanations of how to pro-
duce it will center around the sound of a natural or trained belt voice 
(even when singing through a microphone). !e discursive analysis of 
the Broadway Belt herself will scrutinize the actor’s personage on- and 
o(stage, as represented by the performer and as perceived by the audi-
ence. Discussing feminism and racism in Broadway musical theatre in 
the context of investigating the phenomenon of the Broadway Belt will 
be based on veri#able facts and numbers and will consider the ongoing 
discourses in these disciplines. My analyses are intended to consider 
these intersectional problems in Broadway musical theatre as standing 
for those of ,.-. society, and thus to contribute to the discussion around 
the advancement of equal rights independent of gender and race.

However, even this list of related topics is too sweeping for one dis-
sertation. !us, my closer examination of the origins of belting will con-
centrate on belting in Broadway musical theatre, as the speci#c genre 
of American musical theatre. !e examination of the belt sound will 
not consider special vocal e(ects or technical inventions to transform 
belt sound qualities like pitch and voice color. Over the entire discur-
sive analysis of the Broadway Belt, I will take care in respecting the 
human being behind the public image and not venture into any terri-
tory that is too personal or private. Additionally, my results concerning 
the intersectional problems of gender and race should not be general-
ized or transferred to other disciplines without a deeper look into the 
main subject of each #eld of research, since the results here are limited 
to the Broadway Belt.

In the last twenty years, studies of the Broadway musical became 
more intensive than before. My review of existing literature began with 
looking deeper into the musical’s history for its cultural importance and 
its impact on American social order, and I found interest in books like 
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those by Ethan Mordden. and Larry Stempel./ However, the current 
state of literature concerning my subject, the Broadway Belt, remains 
limited. Besides autobiographies and (in some cases, even multiple) 
biographies like those of Ethel Merman,0 Angela Lansbury,1 and Patti 
LuPone,2 the female musical performer mainly appears in the works of 
the genre’s critics (especially those of !e New York Times,3 crucial as it 
is for a new musical’s success or failure), interviews about the character 
she portrays,%4 and obituaries a$er she has passed away.%%

Voice researchers exploring the belt voice publish papers and books 
about their results, as is the case for Wendy LeBorgne,%& Harry Hollien 
and Beth Miles,%' and Jan Sullivan.%. Many of these studies are in close 

$ See Ethan Mordden, Anything Goes – A History of American Musical !eatre (New 
York: Oxford University Press, "*56). !e Happiest Corpse I’ve Ever Seen: !e Last Twenty- 
Five Years of the Broadway Musical (Basingstoke, ,7: Palgrave Macmillan and Hound-
smills, "**8).
% See Larry Stempel, Showtime – A History of the Broadway Musical !eater (New York: 
W.W. Norton & Company Ltd, "*5*).
& See Ethel Merman and George Eells, Merman (New York: Simon and Schuster, 59:;). 
Brian Kellow, Ethel Merman: A Life (New York: Viking Penguin, Penguin Group (,-<) 
Inc., "**:). Caryl Flinn, Brass Diva: !e Life and Legends of Ethel Merman (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, "**:).
' See Martin Gottfried, Balancing Act – !e Authorized Biography of Angela Lansbury 
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 5999). Rob Edelman and Audrey E. Kupferberg, 
Angela Lansbury: A Life on Stage and Screen (Secaucus, New Jersey: Carol Publishing 
Coporation, 599=).
( See Patti LuPone and Digby Diehl, Patti LuPone – A Memoir (New York: Crown Pub-
lishing Group, "*5*).
) See for example Ben Brantley, “!eatre Review; New Momma Takes Charge,” !e 
New York Times, no. May " ("**6), https://www.nytimes.com/"**6/*>/*"/movies/theater- 
review-new-momma-takes-charge.html.
!* See Harry Haun, “Read the Original 59;8 Interview with Liza Minnelli and Chita 
Rivera in Rehearsals for !e Rink!,” Playbill, no. February 9 ("*"*), http://www.playbill.com/ 
article/read-the-original-59;8-interview-with-liza-minnelli-and-chita-rivera-in-rehears-
als-for-the-rink-com-689:5=.
!! See Murray Schumach, “Ethel Merman, Queen of Musicals, Dies at :=,” !e New 
York Times, no. February 5= (59;8): https://www.nytimes.com/59;8/*"/5=/obituaries/ethel- 
merman-queen-of-musicals-dies-at-:=.html. Elizabeth A. Harris, “Memories of Carol  
Channing for Whom Going On Was a Must,” !e New York Times, no. January 5> ("*59), 
https://www.nytimes.com/"*59/*5/5>/theater/carol-channing-death-memories.html.
!" Wendy D LeBorgne, “Perceptual Findings on the Broadway Belt Voice,” Journal of Voice 
"8, no. = ("*5*).
!# Harry Hollien and Beth Miles, “Whither Belting?,” ibid. 8, no. 5 (599*): http://www.jvoice. 
org/article/S*;9"-599:(*>);**;6-9/abstract.
!$ Jan Sullivan, !e Phenomena of the Belt/Pop Voice (unknown (,-<): Logos ?@A, 59;>).
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connection to Johan Sundberg’s scienti#c approach towards the singing 
voice,%/ or even developed in cooperation with him.%0 When it comes to 
voice pedagogy, many method books, articles, and websites o(er pos-
sible explanations of how to produce a belt sound; however, most of 
these explanations remain limited to describing a possible sound result 
when belting or to give practical, but common advice with little physical 
evidence or clear e)ciency for belting, like those by Jeannie Gagné,%1 
Christianne Roll,%2 Rachel Lebon,%3 and Cathrine Sadolin.&4 !at is not 
to say that their methods would not result in good belting habits, but, 
since vocal sound is always also a question of emotional expression and 
its perception by the respective audience, there is no clear de#nition of 
how to produce a belt sound or even how it should sound; any method 
can only be rough guidance for a belter.

Exploring the woman behind the Broadway Belt, as self-represented 
and publicly perceived, literature is generally limited to the context of 
her interpretations of roles, like in the New York Times article by David 
Sacks,&% or discusses gender and musical theatre from a broader angle, 
like Grace Barnes’ Her Turn on Stage.&& When it comes to a deeper exam-
ination of female musical performers, many studies take a non-norma-
tive gender representation, as does Stacy Wolf in her books A Prob-
lem Like Maria – Gender and Sexuality in the American Musical&' and 

!% Johan Sundberg, !e Science of the Singing Voice (Dekalb, B?: Northern Illinois Univer-
sity Press, 59;:).
!& Johan Sundberg and Margareta !alén, “Respiratory and Acoustical Di(erences Between 
Belt and Neutral Style of Singing,” Journal of Voice "9, no. 8 ("*5>): https://doi.org/5*.5*5=/ 
j.jvoice."*58.*9.*5;.
!' Jeannie Gagné, Belting – A Guide to Healthy, Powerful Singing (Boston: Berklee Press, 
"*5>).
!( Christianne Roll, “!e Evolution of the Female Broadway Belt Voice: Implications for 
Teachers and Singers,” Journal of Voice, no. September 6* (>) ("*5=): https://www.jvoice.
org/article/S*;9"-599:(5>)**5>=-6/fulltext.
!) Rachel Lebon, “!e E(ects of a Pedagogical Approach Incorporating Videotaped Demon-
strations on the Development of Female Vocalists ‘Belted’ Vocal Technique” (University of 
Miami, 59;=).
"* Cathrine Sadolin, Complete Vocal Technique (Copenhagen: Shout Publishing, "***).
"! David Sacks, “She’s the Top,” !e New York Times, no. January "8 (59;;).
"" Grace Barnes, Her Turn on Stage: !e Role of Women in Musical !eatre (Je(erson, CD: 
McFarland & Company, Inc., "*5>).
"# Stacy Wolf, A Problem Like Maria – Gender and Sexuality in the American Musical 
(Anne Arbor, Michigan: University of Michigan Press, "**").
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Changed for Good – A Feminist History of the Broadway Musical.&. How-
ever, as in+uential as her work, especially Changed for Good, became in 
the development of the idea of my research subject, this study would 
be unnecessarily limited if it were to focus solely on particular sexual 
orientations, be it of performers, audiences, or characters. Concerning 
gender studies and feminism, there is a vast amount of literature avail-
able, but only very few works are connected to the Broadway Belt, as are 
the articles of Michelle Dvoskin&/ and Carey Purcell.&0 !is is also the 
case for my research about racism in Broadway musical theatre, and I 
am particularly grateful to have discovered the work of foundations like 
Women of Color on Broadway&1and !e Lillys&2 that allowed me to shed 
a light on the actuality of that problem, taking especially part in the 
discussion of the intersectionality of gender and racism (as coined by 
Kimberlé Crenshaw&3). For my case study of the character Rose in Gypsy, 
I have been able to rely on the musical’s original book and vocal score, 
as generously provided by the German editor,'4 and on live recordings 
of Merman, Lansbury, Tyne Daly, Bernadette Peters, and Patti LuPone 
performing “Rose’s Turn” during each performer’s respective Broadway 

"$ Changed for Good – A Feminist History of the Broadway Musical (New York: Oxford 
University Press, "*55).
"% Michelle Dvoskin, “Embracing Excess: !e Queer Feminist Power of Musical !eatre 
Diva Roles,” Studies in Musical !eatre 5*, no. 5 ("*5=).
"& Carey Purcell, “Has Broadway Discovered … Feminism?,” Dame Magazine, no. June ; 
("*5:), https://www.damemagazine.com/"*5:/*=/*;/has-broadway-discovered-feminism/.
"' See Tim Teeman, “See Us, Trust Us, Employ Us: Broadway’s Women of Color on Con-
fronting Racism – and Reshaping !eater,” !e Daily Beast, no. August 6* ("*59), https://
www.thedailybeast.com/broadways-women-of-color-on-confronting-racismand-reshaping- 
theater. And: Victoria Velazquez and Alexia Sielo, “Women of Color on Broadway,” accessed 
November 5>, "*59. https://www.womenofcoloronbroadway.org/our-vision-".
"( !e Lillys Board of Directors, “!e Lillys,” accessed November 59, "*59. https://the- 
lillys.org.
") Kimberlé Crenshaw, “Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Fem-
inist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist !eory and Antiracist Politics,” 
University of Chicago Legal Forum, no. 5 Article ; (59;9): https://chicagounbound.uchicago.
edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=5*>"&context=uclf.
#* Jule Styne, Arthur Laurents, and Stephen Sondheim, Gypsy – Original Vocal Score  
(Berlin: Felix Bloch Erben Verlag, 59>9). And: Arthur Laurents, Gypsy – A Musical Fable 
(Berlin: Felix Bloch Erben GmbH & Co. 7E, 59>9).

https://the-lillys.org
https://the-lillys.org


run of Gypsy, as available on YouTube.'% Unfortunately, Merman was 
never videotaped portraying Rose and a recording of Lansbury’s Rose 
from 59:8 is limited to viewing at the Library of Performing Arts in New 
York. However, their vocal renditions were my main interest and while 
Robbins’s choreography is contractually cemented and – at least closely – 
the same for every new interpretation, I will analyze the available audio 
recordings of Merman’s and Lansbury’s renditions. 

!is can only be a rough and partial overview of the literature I 
used for my research, its limitations, and its value for my research, but 
it demonstrates my most crucial reason to write this dissertation: Each 
discipline slightly touches on the examination of the Broadway Belt and 
her idiosyncratic vocal expression, but these investigations do not really 
connect to each other. It is my goal with this dissertation to close the 
gap, exploring the Broadway Belt within the scope I de#ned before, and 
especially referring to the cultural mission of American theatre to ques-
tion the ,.-. social order, particularly in matters of gender and ethnicity.

My relation to the subject is based on my passion for Broadway 
musical theatre since my childhood. !e strong desire to examine 
belting and the Broadway Belt based on the reality of studies became 
particularly important for me due to my own participation in the dis-
course about belting as a singer and voice teacher. Additionally, as I 
discovered, the overall lack of a closer examination of the phenome-
non of the Broadway Belt makes my subject a crucial contribution to 
research about musical belting. Only by questioning existing points of 
view, digging deeper into connections between what passes for truth 
in di(erent disciplines, and discussing existing results, comments, and 
criticisms, is it possible to gradually know more about the Broadway 
Belt, advocating for her acceptance as an authentic cultural phenome-
non and reaching out for a better understanding of this #gurehead of 
Broadway musical theatre.

!us, to clearly outline my research question, this critical investiga-
tion aims to explore the Broadway Belt through a much broader lens 
than merely her voice and her roles, and to address the impossibility of 

#! See for example Rose’s Turn, Gypsy: Tyne Daly Version, posted by “apsara;5cloud,” 
February =, "**9. (YouTube: Google ??D), >:*>, https://youtu.be/FGqDuY>_fxw.
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categorizing her, in that she is as much an icon of Broadway musical the-
atre as she is an in+uential public voice for women in American society. 

I will begin my work with the assertions that the loud voice the 
Broadway Belt employs for her portrayals of strong, independent 
women on stage, and her image, as self-represented and perceived by 
audiences and critics, are closely connected to each other, unmasking 
the woman behind the Broadway Belt image as a true feminist; and that 
the intersectionality of anti-feminism and racism in Broadway musical 
theatre and ,.-. society are ongoing problems. It is then the purpose 
of this dissertation to #nd justi#ed truth to stand behind these ideas.

Historically, Broadway musical theatre became a new subgenre of 
American musical theatre around the 59"*s in New York, especially on 
Broadway with its theatre district around Times Square, the cultural 
center of the United States. Ever since that time perceived as a truly 
American art form, musical theatre has a crucial cultural impact on 
American society and the Broadway musical’s leading stars are #gure-
heads of social importance.

Regarding gender, the link between American musical theatre and 
feminism reaches back into the 59th century. Women in America had 
been raising their voices publicly to demand equal rights since 5;8;, 
the beginning of the #rst women’s movement, but they wouldn’t receive 
the right to vote until as late as 59"*. At this time, the rise of Broad-
way musical theatre paralleled an increasing feminist consciousness. 
However, even though feminism had #rst become a collective move-
ment a$er the end of the Civil War some half a century earlier, African- 
American feminism remained subordinated to white feminism. Also, 
in Broadway musical theatre, segregation was alive and well, and even 
successful African-American performers in vaudeville and the musical 
in+uence of ragtime had brought little change. !us, questions of eth-
nicity and racism are as much connected to Broadway musical theatre 
and the Broadway Belt as is gender.

!ere would be no Broadway Belt without Ethel Merman, who was 
the #rst to be honored with this title due to her exceptionally powerful 
and thrilling voice that could be easily heard out to the farthest corner 
of a theater. !us I chose to work methodically and #rst explore the 
voice. In chapter two, Belting – About Singing Style, Sound and Vocal 



Technique, I will question the origins of the term to belt out and the belt 
voice, along with its sound, as used in the American musical theatre. I 
will follow the development from early belting in vaudeville theatre to 
Broadway musical belting by examining the social class a)liations of 
the audience and female belting performers in view of the formation 
of an American cultural identity. For this purpose, I will search for 
early connections of the Bowery, the working-class environment, to 
Broadway, where the middle and upper classes lived. From a sociolog-
ical perspective, this is to aim for a better understanding of how belt-
ing became the principal performative vocal expression on New York’s 
musical theater stages in a newly developed social order. 

As a theatrical vocal style, it is generally assumed that belting 
matured from minstrel shows. However, I will question whether white 
men’s minstrelsy as a culturally mainstream musical performance really 
is responsible for the development of belting as a vocal style in musical 
theatre. Even though in+uenced by African-American singing habits 
in genres like spiritual, gospel, holler songs, and shouts in religious ser-
vices, and o$en considered to be “singing with a black voice,” belting of 
white performers also needs to be examined, beyond cultural assimila-
tion, as a white phenomenon with its own sound. 

!is Broadway belt sound will be the next topic in my inquiry of the 
belt voice. Here, I intend to come as close as possible to a de#nition 
of the belt sound and a possible belting technique apart from classical 
voice training. For this, I will explore the discourse of selected voice 
researchers and voice teachers and their methods and argue for pos-
sibilities such as using basic skills of Bel canto technique for belting 
in order to avoid screaming as much as to evade the sound of a clas-
sical voice. Selected elite Broadway belters and their iconic parts will 
serve as examples to con#rm the existence of some patterns of vocal 
technique for healthy belting, even though some elite Broadway belters 
claim never to have taken a voice lesson in their lives. Remembering 
that sound perception also depends on the listener, the last part of this 
section will discuss vocal beauty in its respective musical context. 

A continuing exploration of musical belting also concerns its adap-
tation to the changing landscape of Broadway musical theatre. Since 
the main talent of an elite Broadway Belt can reside in singing, acting, 
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or dancing, without having necessarily an exceptionally loud voice, I 
chose to include the topic of ampli#cation in this chapter. As miking is 
o$en considered to have destroyed the original belt sound, I will exam-
ine the in+uence of ampli#cation on Broadway belting from the early 
use of stage microphones through the broad usage of body miking for 
every member of the cast. 

With my next step, I expect to approach the relation of a Broadway 
Belt to her voice and her roles. Some musical characters primarily need 
strong acting, others require a full belt voice, and some parts demand 
high-quality dancing skills that only trained dancers can accomplish. In 
line with this, a$er my inquiry into belting as a singing style, as a pos-
sible vocal technique, and into the idiosyncrasies of the belt sound, the 
question arises as to what degree acting and dancing skills are attributes a 
Broadway Belt needs – if not always primarily having the most impressive, 
expressive, loud belt voice, as was the case for Merman. However, appar-
ently, there must exist other – personal – qualities to become a Broadway 
Belt. So, chapter three, !e Broadway Belt – Star, Diva, and Hard-Working 
Woman, will explore the woman behind the Broadway Belt. 

First, some terms and their use in this dissertation will need to be 
determined. Putting Hans-Otto Huegel’s article about the terms star 
and diva into the context of the female musical performer,'& I will deter-
mine the understanding of these terms in describing and analyzing the 
Broadway Belt and draw a clear distinction between the use of star and 
diva. Another crucial term in my dissertation will be that of the actor’s 
personage, as coined by David Graver,'' to examine the image of the 
Broadway Belt on- and o(stage.

!e #rst topic of chapter three will be analyzing the actor’s person-
age of the Broadway Belt. Based on a discourse analysis of selected 
elite female musical performers, I will create categories for Broadway 
belters corresponding to their public behavior, how the audience per-
ceives them on- and o(stage, and the characters they portray. !rough 
examining the relationship between the actor’s personage of a Broad-

#" See Hans-Otto Huegel, “Star,” in Handbuch Populäre Kultur – Begri"e, !eorien, und 
Diskussionen, ed. Hans-Otto Huegel (Stuttgart: J. B. Metzler, "**6).
## See David Graver, “!e Actor’s Bodies,” in Performance – Critical Concepts in Literary 
and Cultural Studies, ed. Philip Auslander (New York: Routledge, "**6).



way Belt and her role, I will discuss the Broadway Belt’s path to stardom. 
Research into which musicals were star vehicles for the most iconic 
Broadway belters of the "*th century will guide me to the creators of 
their iconic roles. !e discursive analysis of the relationship between 
the creatives and the Broadway Belt will examine whether creatives 
built the character for a speci#c Broadway Belt, or if her actor’s person-
age simply #t the character. 

A separate section will treat the subject of concept musicals and 
megamusicals, both of which contradict the principle of musicals as 
star vehicles and, thus, the necessity of a star. Discussing the reduced 
importance of the Broadway Belt in such musicals and the long-time 
prospective of megamusicals with multiple belters compared to star 
vehicles and their unique stars, I will argue in favor of the idiosyncratic 
actor’s personage of a Broadway Belt and her talent as a guarantor for 
success in making her a Broadway diva.

Searching for a close connection between the actor’s personage of a 
Broadway diva and the characters she portrays, my next step is to create 
categories of diva types and diva roles. Such roles usually are portrayals 
of strong, independent women that could be considered feminist. Car-
rying this forward, if the actor’s personage of a Broadway Belt corre-
sponds to such a role, the performer might herself be seen as a feminist, 
and I will examine the extent to which she uses her actor’s personage 
o(stage to advocate for feminism, for example, not hesitating to speak 
out when it comes to politics and American social order. Analyzing the 
discourse of a possibly feminist attitude o(stage and using a historical 
view to connect such a stance to waves of feminism in the era of the per-
formers’ biggest successes, will reveal in which way these famous belters 
play or have played roles in a rising feminist consciousness throughout 
their careers (and sometimes beyond).

Since feminism was originally strongly connected to the abolition-
ist movement to end slavery, the last topic of chapter three needs to 
be the situation of African-American female musical performers in 
Broadway musical theatre. Recalling that the origins of belting were 
connected to African-American singing habits (more or less co-opted 
into a white phenomenon), I will search for progress in the #ght against 
racial inequality on Broadway, re+ect on color-blind or color-conscious 
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casting and multiracial casts in Broadway musical theatre, and analyze 
the appearance of African-American Broadway belters and their roles 
in view of the intersectionality of anti-feminism and racism. I intend to 
end this chapter advocating for the Broadway Belt (of any ethnicity) as 
a crucial element of Broadway musical theatre and ,.-. society.

Considering the aspects and using the #ndings from chapter two 
and three, chapter four, Gypsy’s Rose and Rose Hovick – A Case Study, 
will discuss the results using the example of the character Rose in Gypsy, 
as created by Arthur Laurents. Only loosely based on events in the life 
of the original Rose Hovick in the 59"*s, the character Rose grew in its 
theatrical importance and, with it, grew the pro#le of each Broadway 
Belt portraying her. I will aim to demonstrate in what ways and to what 
extent the actor’s personages of Ethel Merman, Angela Lansbury, Tyne 
Daly, Bernadette Peters, and Patti LuPone became not only advocates 
for the necessity of a Broadway Belt in musical theatre, but also for femi-
nism in the era during which each of them portrayed Rose on Broadway.

Re+ecting on Gypsy as a diva musical and Rose as an acknowledged 
diva role, I will #rst develop my idea of casting female musical perform-
ers to portray Rose at an age corresponding to that of the original Rose. 
Even though, theatrically, it makes sense to cast Rose with a mature, 
experienced Broadway Belt, I will argue why a more realistic (that is 
younger) age for Rose could be a good choice for the genre Broad-
way musical in the third decade of the "5st century. Additionally, it is 
my goal to advocate for new star vehicles centering on strong female 
characters, giving younger Broadway belters the possibility to create a 
unique actor’s personage and to become a Broadway diva.

Turning to the portrayal of Rose, the next section concerns the act-
ing aspect of this role. Taking into consideration performers’ comments 
on their own interpretations from 59>9, 59:8, 59;9, "**6, and "**;, I 
will examine if each interpretation of Rose corresponds to the actor’s 
personage of each Broadway Belt and her potentially feminist position.
Since my exploration of the phenomenon Broadway Belt begins with 
the belt voice, I chose to end this dissertation with the analysis of one 
of Rose’s songs. Remembering that the eleven-o’clock number consists 
of the realization or destruction of the character’s hopes and desires, 
analyzing “Rose’s Turn” will show what each of these #ve performers 
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emphasizes in her interpretation of this scene. My analysis will end by 
highlighting how these unique Broadway divas employ their talents 
of acting and belting in their portrayal of Rose, demonstrating what 
de#nes each of them as an elite Broadway Belt.

As mentioned in the description of each chapter, my main method 
to reach results will be the discourse analysis. Comments by respective 
performers, critics and academic literature will be connected to each 
other to shine a new light on the Broadway Belt with a view to explore 
her from the angles of di(erent disciplines. Comparing actor’s person-
ages and the Broadway belters’ self-representations in the context of the 
audience’s perception, will guide the reader to a deeper understanding 
of the Broadway Belt and the vocal expression of belting in Broadway 
musical theatre. To conclude, I will summarize the #ndings I demon-
strated over three chapters and explain the contribution of my results to 
diverse academic #elds. My dissertation will underline the importance 
of the female musical performer as part of the cultural mission of Amer-
ican musical theatre and contribute to the body of research in musical 
theatre and its intersectional problems of gender and ethnicity, Ameri-
can culture studies, gender studies, musicology, and musical pedagogy.

!us this study aims to show the multiple layers of the Broadway Belt 
and her belt voice from technical, ethnic, and feminist perspectives – so 
that the reception of the musical moment when a celebrated performer 
delivers one of her iconic belt songs might be imbued with a deeper 
understanding of what it means to live the life of a Broadway Belt.


